HOW TO SHARPEN AND USE

THE STANLEY CABINET SCRAPER
Handles
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To Sharpen a Bevel
Edge Scraper Blade:
Remove the old burr with

a smooth mill file held flat
against the face or flat
side of the blade.

File or grind a bevel of
about 45°. Push the file
forward and to the side
with one sliding motion.
Stanley Scraper No. r2.080

Bottom

Body

The Cabinet Scraper is used for the final smoothing before
sandpapering. It removes the slight ridges left by the plane. It is
also used to smooth surfaces that are difficult to plane because of
cudy or irregular grain.
6A.

Whet the bevel side of

To Adjust and Use the Cabinet Scraper: Loosen the
adjusting thumb screw and the cÿamp thumb screws.
Insert the blade from the bottom with the bevel side
towards the adjusting thumb screw.

6B.

blade to remove the wire

stone.

edge.

5.

the blade lightly against the wood. ]3ghten the clamp
thumb screws a. a. Bow the blade by tightening the
adjusting thumb screw b, to make it project enough to take
a thin shaving, ff one corner of the blade projec{s too far, it
can be drawn in by tapping the side of the blade near the

Whet the face side of the

the blade on the oil

Bring the edge of the blade even with the bottom of the
scraper body, by standing it on a flat surface and pressing

top.

i®l
Turn the edge with a few firm strokes of the burnisher on the bevel side of the blade. The
scraper can be held in any of the three ways shown above. Draw the burnisher toward
you the full length of the blade, with a sliding stroke. Some prefer to stroke both ways
from the center toward the ends. A drop of oll on the burnisher helps.

Draw the edge with a few firm strokes
on the face side of the blade. Hold the
burnisher flat on the face side of the
blade.
The first stroke should be made with the burnisher held at an angle, a little greater than
the bevel. Increase the angle until, at lhe last stroke, the burnisher is held at about 75° to
the flat face of the blade. If the edge should be turned too far over, it can bs raised by
drawing the point of the burnisher along the edge, under the burr.

Try the scraper and change the
adjustment until it takes a thin even
shaving. Hold it turned a Ifttle to the
side to start a cut. "[he Cabinet Scraper
is usually pushed but it can be pulled.
Dust, instead of a shaving, indicates a
dull scraper.
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